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How to Meditate
It’s easiest to learn how to meditate in person, from someone who is advanced in meditation,
however since that is not always available, instructions are included here.
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Things to Know Before You Get Started
Best Times to Meditate
In the morning, meditate shortly after you wake up. It’s easier to meditate when you feel
awake and alert, so take a shower (or at least wash your hands and face) and have a cup of
coffee, tea or juice if you need that. A few bites of food are fine, but avoid eating a meal
because a full stomach makes meditating more difficult. You will also have an easier time
quieting your mind if you meditate before you engage your mind in the things that start it
spinning, such as email, TV, Internet, phone calls or other conversations.
In the evening, you can meditate at sunset, when you get home, or before you go to bed.
The sunset meditation is especially nice, when you can make it. Again, shower or wash your
hands and face before you sit down.

Meditation Attire
Wear clean, comfortable clothes that won’t physically
distract you while you are meditating. Also, it’s nice to have
clothes that you use just for meditation, so they don’t have
any other associations, such as work, with them.

Meditation Area
Meditate in an area that is clean and bright and is yours alone. The space should
only be used for meditation. So for instance, if you meditate in a corner of
your bedroom, don’t do anything else in that corner. You can have just your
cushion or chair there, or you can also have additional items that inspire you
like a picture or flowers.
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Posture
You can meditate either in a chair or on the floor in half-lotus (see illustration
on page 49) or cross-legged. Choose whichever position is most comfortable
for you. One is not better than the other, what matters is that you keep your
back very straight, with a curve in the small of your back. Your shoulders
should be down and relaxed. Your neck should be in line with your spine
with your head forward and not tilting up or down. If you sit in a chair, this
posture is more easily achieved if you sit towards the front of the chair rather
than rest your back against the chair back. If you sit on the floor, it’s helpful
to sit on a cushion, with your hips higher than your knees. You can find
numerous meditation cushions for sale online. The ones filled with buckwheat
hulls are especially nice because they conform to your shape and allow better
circulation, which helps keep your legs from falling asleep.
You should not meditate lying down, except in cases of illness or accident,
because it’s almost impossible to not get too relaxed and fall asleep.

Your Hands
Your hands can rest in your lap, on your knees or be in one of the
traditional meditation mudras. Just do whatever feels natural and
comfortable.

Length
Start out meditating for fifteen minutes in the morning and, if
you can, fifteen minutes at night. After a few months or so you can
increase your time to thirty minutes and then gradually work up to
an hour long session, both morning and evening. You will easily
know when it is time to lengthen your meditation session because
it’s when you find you want to sit longer.

Privacy
Be sure to turn your phone ringer off so you
won’t be disturbed during your meditation.
Also, let the members of your household know
to not bother you when you are meditating.
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Meditation Techniques
All meditation techniques are about stilling the mind—about replacing the myriad of thoughts in your mind with
one thought, and then eventually, no thoughts. Below are several techniques that help still the mind. Many people
find the easiest technique to start with is chakra meditation with music, because the right music can make meditation
easier. You may want to try them all out first to see which you like best.
There’s not a set time when you should switch to using another technique. You may rotate through the techniques
on a daily or weekly basis, or you may do only the chakra meditation for the first two years. There is no one right
approach—what matters is meditating on a regular basis and being able to slow down the mind. Whatever mix of
techniques helps you achieve that is the best approach!

Chakra Meditation
In this technique you focus on your chakras as the means to still your mind, so first a brief description of what
chakras are, where they are located and the benefit of focusing on them.
The chakras—the body of light that surrounds your physical body is called the subtle body. It is composed of
a network of filaments, or fibers of light, that join at places called chakras. There are seven primary chakras and
though they are in your subtle body, they correspond to physical locations in the body, starting at the base of your
spine and continuing up to the top of your head.
The first chakra is located at the base of the spine and is called the root chakra. The second chakra is located where
your sex organs are. The third chakra is your navel center. It is about an inch below your belly button and is the
chakra that is focused on first in this technique.
The navel chakra is the chakra of power. When you focus on a chakra you release the energy that is associated with
the chakra, so when you focus on the navel center you increase the amount of willpower you have, which makes it
easier to make things happen in your life.
The fourth chakra is the heart chakra. It’s located in the center of your chest and is the chakra of balance and love.
In this technique you will focus on this chakra second. When you focus here you bring more happiness, love and
balance into your life.
The next chakra is the throat chakra which is at the base of the throat. It’s the center of creativity. You will not
specifically focus on this chakra, however when you focus on the heart chakra, you also activate the throat chakra.
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The sixth chakra is the third eye. It’s located just between your eyebrows and slightly above. It is
the center of knowledge and wisdom and is the third chakra focused on in this technique.
The seventh chakra is at the top of the head and is called the crown center. It takes some years of
meditation to activate the crown chakra, so it’s not focused on starting out.

The technique—in this technique you are going to focus
on three chakras, however not simultaneously. For the
first third of the meditation, you are going to focus on the
navel center. The second third, you will focus on the heart
chakra, and finally for the last third of the meditation you
will focus on the third eye.
So first, when you start meditating, focus on your navel
center. Close your eyes and feel the spot with your mind.
Focus on the chakra to the exclusion of everything else.
When you’re starting out you can hold your fingers on the
chakra to help bring your attention to the spot.
After a third of your meditation session time, move your
attention to your heart chakra. Focus here to the exclusion
of everything else. Again, when you are starting out, you
can hold your fingertips on the chakra if it helps you.
For the last third of your meditation session, move your
focus to the third eye and feel the area with your mind. As
your mind starts to wander, gently bring your focus back to
the area.
When you are focusing on the chakras, you may see colors,
feel sensations of lightness or simply just feel happy. While
it’s fun to experience these sensations, it’s important to
refocus on the chakra because when you begin to think
about what you’re experiencing you stop meditating!

This posture is called half-lotus.
In it, one foot rests on top of
your calf, while the other foot is
underneath your thigh.
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Chakra Meditation with Music
The chakra technique described above can be practiced with music, which is highly
recommended. Music helps buffer you from the distractions and noise of the outside
world. When you meditate to music, focus on the chakra to the exclusion of everything
else, then when you find your attention wandering, shift your focus to the music and
focus on it while still keeping a light focus on the chakra. You can follow an instrument
or just listen deeply to the music. When your attention starts to wander again, shift
your focus back to the chakra. Alternate between the music and the chakra until your
meditation is complete. Starting out, hold your focus on the chakra for about 40
seconds before you switch your focus to the music, then hold your focus on the music
for about 40 seconds before you switch back to the chakra. Over time work up to several
minutes of focus on the chakra before switching focus to the music, and vice versa.
If noise is a problem in your environment, it’s extremely helpful to use headphones
while meditating.

Yantra Meditation
A yantra is a geometric design that you focus on to quiet your
mind. Focus on the dot at the center of the yantra, to the
exclusion of everything else, for the entire meditation session.
A really nice yantra for meditation is the Sri yantra, pictured
here. You can find one online.

Mantra Meditation
Mantra meditation is the repetition of a mantra through the entirety of your meditation session. A
great mantra for anyone to use in meditation is Om mani padme hum. It means the jewel in the lotus,
and is a poetic way of saying that enlightenment is inside of everything and everyone (including
you!). The mantra can be repeated aloud or chanted inwardly. Be sure to focus your full attention
on the mantra and not just repeat it mechanically.
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Chakra Meditation with Mantra
While repeating the mantra, inwardly or aloud, hold a light focus
on your naval center for the first third of the meditation, the heart
chakra for the middle third, and the third eye for the last part of your
meditation session.

During your Meditation Session
When you catch yourself thinking, be it about what you’re going to
eat for breakfast, what you need to do today or even about how much
you’re thinking, simply bring your focus back to the chakra, yantra or
mantra. Don’t get mad at yourself because that’s just another thought!
Just ignore the thoughts and be patient with yourself. Our minds are
used to thinking and traveling all over the map, so it takes some time
and patience to learn how to meditate well.

At the End of Your Session
Bow and sit quietly for a few minutes to allow the silence to sink in fully.
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Additional Meditation Tips
Don’t judge your meditation.
It’s important to not judge your meditation. The only bad meditation is the
one you don’t do! The truth is even when you have meditations that don’t
feel as “good” or “powerful” as others, the light is still transforming you.
It’s still working, even if it doesn’t feel like a good meditation to you. That
being said you need to meditate correctly.

You need
to meditate
correctly for it
to really work.

Meditate correctly.
If you just space out and let your mind wander, you won’t experience
the benefits of meditation. In order to meditate correctly, it’s
important to not think about other people or talk to other people in
your mind. Don’t work on your to-do list or ruminate on projects
at work or school. Instead, when you notice you are thinking,
simply bring your focus back to the chakra (or to the music, mantra
or yantra). Don’t fight the thought or get frustrated that you are
thinking, again, be patient with yourself and just return your mind
to the area of focus.

Mix it up.
Don’t get stuck doing your
meditation practice the same
way all the time. What works best
for you will change over time.
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Also keep in mind that a shorter, completely focused meditation is
more effective than a longer, spaced-out one.

Albums for Meditation
When looking for good meditation music, keep in mind that
while New Age music is nice to meditate to, a lot of it can make
you really sleepy when you meditate. You need to be picky—if
something makes you sleepy, you need to look for other albums
that don’t make you fall asleep while meditating. Also be aware
that sometimes an album will work well for a while and then quit
working. At that point you need to find new music and not hold
on to the hope that it will start working for you again.

Zzz

Sleeping, while necessary for a healthy mind and body,
is not considered meditation.

If You Hit a Plateau...
If you reach a point where you are not going higher or deeper in your meditation, it’s helpful
to find a teacher who is more advanced than you are. A good teacher can see what is keeping
you from going higher and can provide correction and direction.
There are some good teachers out there and some bad, unknowledgeable or unethical ones.
In order to find the right one for you, you have to trust your non-physical body. If something
feels wrong in your “gut,” you should leave. At the same time, you need to be aware that a
good teacher, as part of the correction and direction to assist you in going higher, may tell you
things you won’t necessarily want to hear and that make you feel uncomfortable. So if you feel
the urge to leave a teacher, you need to check that it’s because something feels intuitively wrong
with the teacher, and not because you want to run away from unpleasant truths.
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Resources
For more resources and tips visit how2behappyblog.com.

About the Author
Sara Weston has been meditating for over twenty years and is
happy all the time, even when things aren’t going her way.
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If you enjoyed this sample, you can buy
the book at:

Amazon.com

Amazon.co.uk

Amazon.de

For more resources and tips visit
how2behappyblog.com or connect on
Facebook.

